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6 Tips for Getting Ahead in a Bad Economy
by Rebekah Henson

It’s hard enough to know which steps to follow for advancing your career, from accepting new 

challenges at work to approaching your boss to negotiate a promotion. A bad economy might 

be getting in your way of getting ahead as companies struggle to save money in as many ways 

as possible. That doesn’t mean you’ll never push your career forward while the economy is in a 

downturn. You may need to work a little harder and think a little more creatively to 

advance. We have six tips for getting ahead while the economy’s bad.

Keep Your Eyes Peeled

You never know when an opportunity for advancement will present itself, so stay vigilant by 

keeping in touch with your network and industry news. Within your workplace, look for 

changes that foster opportunity, like tackling more responsibility if your department 

downsizes.
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Embrace Change

As your company tries to save money, your workplace will experience a lot of changes. Try to 

use these changes as stepping stones for advancement; accepting greater responsibility and 

new tasks in a downsized department works in your favor to provide the additional experience 

and skill sets you’ll need to get ahead at promotion time.

Keep Your Cool

It’s easy to shift into panic mode with rumors about your company’s future abounding. Tune 

out the speculation as much as possible and carry on with your daily routine, but pay attention 

to big news when it’s officially announced. Resisting the urge to panic will make you a more 

focused and valuable employee.

Keep Your Skills Current

Skill sets get outdated after a while, especially if you haven’t used certain skills regularly. Take 

stock of your skill set and look for ways to improve expired skills. If you haven’t created a 

spreadsheet in years, maybe it’s time to take a class in Excel to brush up your knowledge.

Keep Your Resume and Network Current, Too

An unstable economy means less job security, and you never know when you might need to 

move on to a different employer. Keep a list of your professional accomplishments and 

experience and stay in touch with your network so you’ll be prepared if it’s time to leave.



Don’t Burn Yourself Out

While it’s good to accept more responsibilities or work longer hours, it’s also important not to 

burn yourself out trying to get ahead. Stay in communication with your boss to help you 

prioritize a bigger workload and reduce your stress before you reach burnout mode.


